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Tips For an Enjoyable RG
The Music Pub: Our Music Pub is intended to be a casual
cafe while performances are underway. Feel free to come in
and out at will with your snacks and drinks.
Badges: Anyone NOT wearing a badge will NOT be allowed
entry into Hospitality. Many of you will think this stinks.
However, this is the only way we can ensure that only paying
RG attendees will be able to avail themselves of the victuals
and libations that your registration dollars paid for. We trust
you understand, and we thank you for your cooperation.
Hospitality: Please do not carry open containers outside the
RG area so that we may abide by state regulations that govern
the hotel.
Smoking: No smoking is allowed in the hotel. Thank you for
your cooperation.
Pool: If you choose to use the hotel pool, please observe the
posted rules.
Behavior: Please respect the property of the RG and the hotel.
Illegal, destructive, or abusive behavior will not be tolerated
and will be considered cause for possible eviction from the RG
without refund.
Hugging: The Mensa hug dot code is as follows:
GREEN means Yes, please hug me!"
YELLOW means "Please ask me first."
RED means "Don't hug me"
BLUE means "Seeking dates."
Please treat all children as if they have red dots, as they often
decorate their badges with multiple colors.

Parents and Children: Please, no unaccompanied children
under 12 in public areas after 10:00 p.m. Please make certain
your children are supervised in the Kids' Room, as daycare
service is not provided by the RG or by the hotel. Parents are
requested to supervise activities & crafts, and to staff the room.
Schedule Authenticity:
Our schedule is current as of
2/3/2014, but is subject to change without notice. We hope
nothing changes, but if it does, we will endeavor to post any
and all changes in a prominent location in Hospitality.
RG Time: Our RG runs on RG Time; not all clocks are
synchronized!
Please be patient with our hardworking
volunteers if an event gets underway a few minutes late.
MeetAndGreets: Speaking of getting things underway a few
minutes late, if you show up at a MeetandGreet and no one
else is there yet, please don't walk away! All too often, the first
person arrives, sees an empty room, and leaves. A minute
later, the next person arrives, sees an empty room, and leaves.
Etc. Please wait for a few minutes until eveyrone shows up!

Room Guide
On the Ground Floor: Appledore, Badger, Cutter, Boardroom
Games are in Appledore
Many speakers are in Badger
The Music Pub is in Cutter
Hospitality is outside Appledore and Badger
Fox Imaging  The Mensa Store is outside Cutter
On the Second Floor: Rooms 292297
The MeetandGreet (M&G) Room is Room 292
The Craft Room is Room 293
The Movie Room is Room 294
Tournaments are in Room 295
The Kids' Room is 296
Simuldeck (Video Games) are in room 297

RG Schedule
Welcome to the NH Regional Gathering! Thank you for coming
to Portsmouth and sharing a weekend with us. Let's get away
from the mediocrity of life, and strive for the stars, like Gene
Roddenberry encouraged all of us to do in his creation, "Star
Trek". We've all been inspired by it, from students to engineers
to astronauts. Let's get away from it really fast, at "Warp Factor:
RG" !!

Friday
4pm Registration, Hospitality, and Games Room open.
6 pm  8pm Dinner: Neelix’s Kitchen  Comfort food from
the Delta Quadrant (Hospitality)
Neelix is the Talaxian cook the crew of Voyager picked up in
the Delta Quadrant. He tries to make the crew feel less home
sick by trying to replicate earth comfort food with Delta
Quadrant ingredients.
6pm Film: Star Trek Into Darkness (Movie Room 294)
(2013, PG13, 2hr 12m)
In an alternate timeline, Captain Kirk (Chris Pine) and his crew
deal with a man wreaking terrorism on the Federation.
8pm Andrew Heffernan, "RG Primer for newcomers" Meet
& Greet (Room 292)
Is this your first Mensa Regional Gathering? Come to the
Newbie Primer and get told everything you need to know and
get answers to all of your questions. If we don't know the real
answers, we'll make something up!

8pm Fun with Ribbon (Crafts Room 293)
Sue Follansbee will be doing craft with ribbon. Ribbon is not
only for making bows. Join her for some fun creative ways to
use ribbon.
8pm Simuldeck opens. (Room 297)
Our Simuldeck features computer simulations (some would say
games) of various 20th century situations, most notably "Rock
Band". Consult with Chief Engineer Follansbee regarding
what's available!
8pm Kids' Room opens. (Room 296)
Open activity for Ms and children thereof to have fun aimed at
the younger set!!
810:30 pm Music with Kyle Nickerson (Cutter)
Kyle Nickerson, fellow Mensan and practiced guitarist, gives an
intimate performance of tales and tunes. Enjoy music from the
roots of rock n' roll to current artists!
8:30 pm: Wesley Crusher’s Ice Cream Social/Buffet
(Cutter)
Wesley Crusher being the youngest member of Star Trek Next
Generation, he loves Ice cream and introduces it to many
species in their many adventures around the Alpha Quadrant.
8:30pm  Classic Star Trek TV episode: "Space Seed"
(Movie Room 294)
(approx 50 mins)
The Enterprise encounters an older, 'sleeper' spaceship, whose
commander, Khan (Ricardo Montalban) is a formidable warrior
from his earlier Earth era.

9pm Tchipikaan: Divination Methods. Why Soothsaying?
(Badger)
While on the surface “fortune telling” seems frivolous (it has
been presented so  both by detractors and its adherents 
trying to make it seem safe), there are actually many good
reasons both historically and currently for its continued
existence. Divination is empowering and expands our options
for directing our own lives. Explore the many reasons reading
runes, palms, stars, cards and other techniques are as useful
as reading weather patterns or medical diagnostics.
9:20pm Film: Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan (Movie Room
294)
(1982, PG, 1h53m)
Khan escapes the planet he was exiled to by Kirk, and is
determined to wreak revenge on him. (*"KHAAAAAAANNNN!!!
KHAAAAAAN!" *)
10pm Kids' Room closes for the night.
11pm Simuldeck closes for the night.
11 pm Starfleet Dignitaries' Greetings. (Hospitality).
Shrimp and champagne will be served.
Every ship has its mandatory Dignitary Reception so this will be
ours. Disobey orders at your own loss.
11:30 pm Movie Room closes for the night.

Saturday
8 am Breakfast Waffles and Other Stuff (Hospitality).
Join the early risers and have a great meal. Whole wheat apple
sauce waffle, plain white waffles and many other breakfast
things will be out for your enjoyment.
9am Simuldeck Open again. (Room 297)
Come enjoy computer simulations, the 20th centrury equivalent
of holodeck creations.
9 am Kids' Room (Room 296) opens again.
9am Tribble Triple Threat TV episode: Classic Star
Trek,The Trouble with Tribbles (Movie Room 294)
First of three episodes featuring those ubiquitous tribbles!! The
Enterprise docks at a space station, and discovers that it is
being quickly overrun with cute, fuzzy, cooing, incredibly fertile
little creatures.
9:30  10:30 am Ric Werme, "Wind Power in NH: The Good,
the Bad, and the Ugly." (Badger)
Three large wind farms are being planned to join three
operating sites. Ric shares his insight and interest in the
politics, science, and impacts of these 400500 foot
skyscrapers.
9:30  10:30 am Fern Brown, Odyssey of the Mind
discussion (Cutter)
Fern Brown will discuss her activity in Odyssey of the Mind,
and show some of the many techniques that group has to
encourage highly creative youth!

9:50 am Animated Star Trek, More Troubles, More Tribbles
(Movie Room 294)
(approx 25mins)
The Tribble peddler is back, and this time he says they don't
reproduce. They do get very, very big, however...
10am Gak Making (Kids' room 296)
Come make Gak, a fun concoction that is somewhere between
flour paste and green slime!!
10:15 am Tribble Triple Threat TV Episode Deep Space
Nine, Trials and Tribbleations
(Movie Room 294)
Third of three episodes featuring those ubiquitous tribbles!!
(approx. 45 mins) DS9 Captain Sisko and his crew travel back
in time to undo a plot to kill James T Kirk, in the very events
that take place in the first "Tribbles" episode!! ghob'e' Hegh
ylHmey!
11am  noon Art Greenberg, "Mendeleev and His Ignoble
Gases" (Badger)
Brief background into how the young Mendeleev formulated the
periodic table (1869), its brilliance and necessary flaws. In his
senior years Mendeleev was resistant to the discovery of the
inert (noble) gas argon since he did not see a place for it in his
periodic table (1895). A believer in the "universal ether", by
1902 Mendeleev had accepted the reality of the inert gases
and placed them in family "0" in the periodic table (rather than
VIII as we do today). This led (or misled) him to a chemical
conception of the universal ether.
11 am  12 pm noon Lynette Hartwig, "The Opposite of Do
ItYourself" (Cutter)
Not a DIY person? Wonder if you’re being overcharged for
home upgrades & repairs? If you want a good professional job,
the internet is full of advicefrom the contractors themselves.
Eight Things a Contractor Will Never Share on the Internet.

The author of “Negotiating When Money Matters” shares the
nostudy, loweffort way to make any contractor or technician
give you a good price and good work.
11:10 am Classic Trek TV Episode: A Piece of the Action
(Movie Room 294)
Kirk, Spock, and McCoy deal with a copycat alien race that has
based its society on the Chicago gangsters of the 1920s.
12 pm: Lunch is served in TenForward (Hospitality)
Abuffet of sandwiches and salads. I think the title says it all 
come to the main meeting place and enjoy a simple lunch
12 pm noon Make Your Own Lunch in (Kids' room 296)
12 pm noon Film: Galaxy Quest (Movie Room 294)
(1999, PG, 1h42m) A group of actors from a highly popular SF
show are confronted with aliens who think the show is real, and
have built everything on the show for real, and they need help!
1 pm SpockLevel Challenge Spelliing Bee (Tournament
Games Room)
Come really, really test your spelling ability, with a spelling
tournament involving words that only we Mensans are likely to
ever come close to being able to spell!
1  2 pm Ebarhard Moebius, "Everything Out Of Nothing?
The Story of the Universe Seen With Modern
Instrumentation". (Badger)
"Everything out of nothing?" is a broad introduction to modern
day cosmology and the open questions. Professor Moebius
draws from teaching the introductory astronomy course and
leads an interdisciplinary seminar on the broader questions that
humans ask.

1  2 pm Jeffery Fetter, "Redemption in Star Trek" (Cutter)
Gene Roddenberry's "Star Trek", especially in its Original
Series and The Next Generation, was not only a science fiction
show, but an example of a more idealized society, with frequent
themes of redemption in many episodes. This will be a
discussion of those themes, episodes, and characters. Not just
for Trek Fans.
2 pm Classic Trek TV Episode, "I, Mudd" (Movie Room 294)
The Enterprise is seized by a planet of androids, whom the
crew eventually disable with extremely eccentric charades
reminiscent of Lewis Carroll.
2:30 pm AG 2014 Last Chance Before Boston (Cutter)
This year's Annual Gathering, the US Mensa National
Gathering, will be this Fourth of July in Boston. Come meet
with AG Chair Deb Stone (yes, our Registrar) and hear about
the latest news on "Brilliance in Beantown". (We promise, this
is the last AG Deb will talk about. This year.)
2:30  4 pm Debbie Hoffman Adair, "To Boldly Go Where No
Person Has Gone Before:
The World of Positivity and Possibilities" (Badger)
Audience participation highlights this program as Debby brings
to life what it truly means to be POSITIVE. Thought provoking,
fun and filled with information, participants will be able to:
understand the dynamics of attitudes, what to do about the
"negative" people in their lives, learn new easytodo ways
toward positive communication and how to remain positive in
the face of life's difficulties. True empowerment comes to those
who know the secrets of positivity. Is it possible to recreate
your life to be more purposeful and prosperous? Boldly come
to find the answers for yourself.

3 pm Starship Design Contest (Kids' Room 296)
3 pm Fun with Ribbon (Crafts Room 293)
Sue Follansbee will be doing crafts with ribbon. Ribbon is not
only for making bows. Join her for some fun creative ways to
use ribbon.
3 pm: A tribute to the Red Shirts of Classic Trek
(Hospitality)
This is a snack of many cute red shirt items and yummy tasty
cookies to be gobbled up and left for dead just like the red shirt
crew members of Classec Trek away missions.
3 pm The Next Generation TV Episode: Hollow Pursuits
(Movie Room (294)
A crew member on the Enterprise uses holodeck characters
based on his fellow crewmen to enact various fantasies, until
he's called on to be a real hero.
3:30 pm Poker Tournament (Boardroom)
Captain Picard sends his regrets. Something about a guy
named "Q".
4 pm The Next Generation TV Episode: Darmok (Movie
Room 294)
Picard is kidnapped by the emissary of a race that speaks only
in references. Tower of Babel. Enemy MIne and The Defiant
Ones. Shaka, when the walls fell! ((An interesting tale of
learning to communicate..))
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4:30  5:30 pm Kevin Tremblay, "Gifting of Orgonite"
(Badger)
Orgonite is an enclosed orgone accumulator that creates
changes to energy surrounding it. Many health claims have
been attributed to it. The woowoo stuff is that it repels
Reptilians and causes negative people to move away from it.
Gifting orgonite is a worldwide movement to equalize and
change bad energy into good. The development of orgonite
comes from the research of Wilhelm Reich discovering orgone
energy.
4:30  5:30 pm Tchipikaan, "Simple Energy Healing
Techniques" (Cutter)
As we gain more understanding of Quantum physics (aka
magick), we understand humans as creatures of both energy
and matter. Techniques from Kinesiology to Quantum healing
use this knowledge to take us beyond surgery and chemistry in
healing.
4:30 pm Meet the RVC (Meet & Greet Room 292)
5 pm The Next Generation TV Episode: Parallels (Movie
Room 294)
Worf keeps shifting between alternate universes, with more
and more dramatically different Enterprises.
5:50 pm Film: Star Trek: First Contact (Movie Room 294)
(1996, PG13, 1h51m)
Picard and the Enterprise crew travel back in time to prevent
the Borg from stopping the First Contact between humans and
Vulcans.

6:30pm Off Worlder’s reception in (Badger/Cutter)
We will be serving foods from Earth’s Far East Cultures 
Chinese food from the Grand Buffet, a favorite place among
NH Mensan and Intel Members alike.
7:50 pm Star Trek Voyager TV Episode: Bride of Chaotica!
(Movie Room 294)
(approx. 45 min). Voyager is beset with "Photonic" aliens, who
can only recognize the characters in Lt. Paris's "Captain
Proton" holodeck game. (Basically, Flash Gordon.) This
compels Captain Janeway to cozy up to Chaotica, the game's
villain character...
8 pm Music With King Chrome (Cutter)
Dance, dance, dance to the rockabilly sounds of King Chrome,
*the* roots rock trio from NH's Lakes Region! Thrill to their mix
of music hearkening from rock n' roll's early days! Hear Rock n'
Roll from the days of Buddy Holly, Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats
Domino, Elvis, Bo Diddley, and Johhny Cash (yes, he
rockabillied, too) through to the music of modern rockabilly like
Stray Cats, Big Voodoo Daddy, ZZ Top, and Eric Clapton.
Bassist Shawn Chase, drummer Rob Court, and lead guitar
Dennis Allard will keep it hopping!
8:40 pm Star Trek Enterprise TV Episode: Bound Movie
Room (294)
(approx. 45 min). Captain Archer (several Enterprise captains
before Kirk) and his crew encounter the Orion Slave Women.
But who's enslaving who??
9pm11pm Pete the Bartender (Hospitality)
Pete mixes us his famous Mudslides and other cocktails.

9 pm Costume Contest (Cutter, Hospitality)
Come dance, or hang out, in costume from three challenge
themes: Star Trek (*anything Trek at all*), 1960's (the era Star
Trek originated from), or 21st century (current day, but you
'must' be distinctly non1960s). Our judges will determine
awards and scores from what you've got ready! Or just come
as you are and cheer for our RGer's costuming acumen!!
(Awards and judging will be 'during the break' on the dance
floor.)
9 pm Simuldeck closes.
Go enjoy actual Rock Band.
9 pm Kids' Room closes
9:30 pm Film: Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (Movie Room
294)
(1986, PG, 2 hours)
Captain Kirk's crew, in a 'borrowed' Kilingon ship, have to go
back to the 1980s to bring a pair of humpback whales back to
23rd century Earth, where the whales are extinct.
"Captain! There be whales here!"
10pm: Diana Troi's Chocolate Obsession.
Come taste the delectable goodies...Chocolate and more
Chocolate! This is a great old tradition of our RG. Come and
enjoy the wonders made by all.
11:30 pm Movie Room closes.

Sunday
7:30 to 8:30 am Coffee, Fruit, and Pastry (Hospitality)
Wake up and get ready to beam out!!
9 am Visitor Departure Lunch (Hospitality)
After the party, after the festivities, after the last Tribble has
been picked up, we'll improvise as best we can for something
to prepare our visitors for the long voyages ahead.
10:30 am Closing Ceremony and Awards (Badger)
How has this RG been? Have there been hugs you've missed
giving?? Join RG Chair Richard as he closes this RG out!
12:00 pm noon Hospitality CleanUp.
What a great RG!! Come help us clear it out!!
12:00 pm noon NH Mensa Special Business Meeting
(Badger)
Special Business Meeting to recieve nominations for 2014 New
Hampshire Mensa Exectutive Committee elections.

Many Thanks to Our Presenters!
Debby Hoffman Adair is past president of the N E Chapter of
National Speakers Association, lifelong entrepreneur, former
newspaper columnist, live talkshow radio host on WKXL in
Concord, NH, and author of Find Something Nice to Say –
The Power of Compliments. She is also founder and CEO of
In the Presence of Positive Women, a worldwide
membership organization dedicated to helping women grow
and become their true selves.
Fern Brown is active in Maine Mensa and Odyssey of the
Mind.
Dr. Jeffrey C. Fetter practices Internal Medicine and
Psychiatry in the Concord NH area. In addition to obviously
being a longtime fan of Star Trek, he is also very active in the
Concord Unitarian Universalist Church, where he first
presented his talk.
Sue Follansbee has been helping out at NH RG's for several
years. She has worked in the kids room and has also held
several craft classes primarily in scrapbooking. She has been
scrapbooking and crafting for many years and loves to share
her knowledge and talents.
Arthur Greenberg is a Professor of Organic Chemistry at UNH
(Durham). He joined UNH in 2000 as Dean of the College of
Engineering and Physical Sciences and served a full fiveyear
term in this position. He recieved his PhD from Princeton
University and his current research interests include physical
organic chemistry and evironmental organic chemistry.
Lynnette Hartwig, mechanical engineer, cost estimator &
author “Negotiating When Money Matters” lives in Westford
MA.

Many Thanks to Our Presenters!
Dennis Higbee is a MA mensan who prefers to let his work
"speak for itself".
Eberhard Moebius is a Professor of Physics and Space
Science at the University of New Hampshire (Durham), He is a
fellow of the American Geophysical Union. His research
centers on the acceleration of particles in space, and the
transport of particles through space, using stateofart
equipment on spacecraft. Recent research focused on
interstellar gas and its interaction with the heliosphere. He also
engages in interdisciplinary seminars featuring colleagues from
Religious Studies, Biology, and Philosophy.
Kyle Nickerson learned to play guitar in his dorm room at
UNH more years ago than can be counted musically in six
measures of 4/4 time signature. As a college student, active
duty soldier, and salesmen, he has entertained family, friends,
and organizations as a hobbyist musician over the years. While
busy by day as a proposal manger for an IT company, Kyle
notes two albums/ CDs on his website (knickersonmusic.com)
Tchipakkan is an artist, writer, healer, and eclectic pagan
heathrustic. Openly Pagan since the 1960s, she lives on a
small farm in NH aimed at self sufficiency and sustainability,
with 3 adult children, all of whom are artists and writers, and a
varied assortment of animals. On weekends Tchipakkan
teaches while her daughters sell the family's art through
Caboshons, and they write, plant, sculpt, dye, sew, etc. the rest
of the week. She also writes magazine articles, has a website,
and works on too many books at once. Published are Divine
Cookies, Heathen Cookies, and AngloSaxon Magick. She
paints book covers and portraits as well. www.tchipakkan.com

Many Thanks to Our Presenters!
Kevin P. Tremblay is the Cocoordinator of the Many
Conspiracies SIG and a former Harvard University Officer. His
second book is slated to be out in a few weeks. I Know What
You REMEMBER is a fiction about murder, suicide and real
estate. He is the Designate Broker of Maine Properties Realty
in central Maine and collects books, plants and loves to hear
about conspiracies.
Ric Werme joined Mensa in 1974 near the end of the last
round of global cooling climate. He became a climate activist
in 2008 when warming appeared to have paused. With "the
pause" extending over the last 1520 years, Ric is turning his
attention to wind farm proposals around Mt. Cardigan and
Newfound Lake. This phase won't last long as Andrea Rossi's
nickelhydrogen fusion "ECat" may make some big strides in
2014. In the meantime, Ric continues as an occasional
contributor on wattsupwiththat.com, a science blog skeptical of
climate alarmism.

RG Meal Schedule
Friday 4pm: Hospitality Opens with snacks and beverages
Friday 6 pm: Neelix’s Kitchen Open. Comfort food from the
Delta Quadrant
Friday 8:30 pm: Wesley Crusher’s Ice Cream Social/Buffet in
Cutter
Friday 11 pm: Starfleet Dignitaries' Greetings. Shrimp and
champagne will be served.
Saturday 8 am: Breakfast Waffles and Other Stuff. Join the
early risers and have a great meal.
Saturday 12 pm noon: Lunch is being served in TenForward
(Main Hospitality). A buffet of sandwiches and salads.
Saturday 3 pm: A Tribute to the Red Shirts of Classic Trek
Saturday 6:30pm: Off Worlder’s Reception in Badger /Cutter.
Saturday at 10pm: Diana Troi's Chocolate Obsession. Let the
Goddess of Empathy warm your palate!
Sunday 9 am: Farewell Brunch

Regional Gathering
Committee
RG Chair ........................ "Captain" ................... Richard Conde
Programming ............... First Lieutenant ................ Holly Green
Guide Editor ....... Communications Officer.......... Cathy Segedy
Registrar .......... Chief of Diplomatic Protocol ........... Deb Stone
Hospitality ........... Chief of Ten Forward ......... Elizabeth Becker
Treasurer................Blessed Exchequer..................Wayne Eddy
Icemeister .......... Cooling Systems Engineer .......... Jim Barnes
A/V ace ..................... Chief Engineer ............. Jack Follansbee
Movie Guy ..........Historical Entertainment ........ Richard Conde
Games Room.......War Games Commander............Mark Becker
Biermeister ........... King of Planet Hops ............ Moose Melville
Kids' Room ........ Head of Starfleet Academy ....... Krystyan
Follansbee
Wine Steward ................... Vino Fino ................... Rick Gerdus
Hospitality help ....... Staff of Ten Forward ....... Devin Starlanyl
Sue Barnes
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